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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This case study is carried out to give an idea on how the technology solution is
applied in real life company or business based on what students learned about the subjects
of technology entrepreneurship. As a student that comes from statistics major, it is a must for
every student to gets exposed and learn about the case study for real life situation in
business. To fulfil the task given, we had chosen a company that is suitable for this case
study which is BRONIS Sdn. Bhd. that sell variety kinds of brownies chips. We got the
opportunity to interview the business director of this company and also observe the company
process in their business.
Before started with this case study, we had study some facts about food industry as
BRONIS Sdn. Bhd. also the business in this kinds of industry which is snack food industry.
We also had done some research about article related to the food industry. The information
and knowledge we get from the research is very important because we get introduced first
about food processing industry before we begin the actual research. Then, we gather the
information about the company and business through interview with the business director.
The information about the company’s background, services, products and also technologies
used by the company was gathered. We also learned about their business strategies and
thus we get to know their strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats through SWOT
analysis.
Moreover, we also learned about the company’s problem that is become a barriers in
bringing the business to grow. The problems faced by the company are consist of lack of
technology innovation used while running the business. Then the company need to hire a lot
of workers and also has lack of strategy in marketing. Besides, the location of the production
house also not strategic as it is next to a busy grocery store that will limit the process of
business.
Based on the problems faced by the company, we found a few alternative solutions
to solve the problems. Moreover if the problems are solved, it can help the company to
improve their business process and also can increase their profits. With innovation products
suggested also can get the company to boost their sales and solving their problems. Thus,
the details of the technology innovation suggested will be explained more in this case study.
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